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Visit G Squared Consulting Energy Weapon Protection
Experts at IACP Conference in Orlando, FL October 25th
- 28th

Company Announces New Energy Weapon Research

TUCSON, AZ--(Marketwired - Oct 22, 2014) - G Squared Consulting, a leader in energy
weapon protection items including its ThorShield body armor carrier, gloves, pants, coveralls
and more, will be at IACP Booth #1021 in Orlando October 25-28.

The company will be unveiling exciting new products including the:

- Chameleon Series Training suit

- Raptor Gloves - New light weight for Stun Gun and TASER Brand devices

- Gila Strike Rifle - The GS54r a 7.62 X 54r caliber rifle

We are proud to announce a couple of new developments for our company this year. First we
are honored to be co-sponsoring our booth Miguel Caballero's bullet-proof clothing
line. Second we are excited to have a new relationship with The SAFARILAND
Group. ThorShield will now be available in both Miguel's Caballero and Safariland's
products. Please stop by to see the latest new products along with our current Point Blank
Enterprise and Armor Express products. 

ThorShield is also proud to announce the results of a survey they recently undertook of law
enforcement with PoliceOne, which shows that:

45% are not familiar with the gear available to protect them from these energy weapons
86% do not believe their current uniform and protective gear adequately protects them
from ECDs such as TASER Brand Devices and stun guns
95% would like to have state of the art protection from ECDs such as TASER Brand
Devices and stun guns

Check out the full survey on their web site as a downloadable PDF at http://bit.ly/1voIdCO

ThorShield Energy Weapon Protection Fabric is the most effective protection against non-
lethal energy weapons on the market today. The fabric is integrated into body armor,
uniforms, gloves and additional items. The ThorShield lining is a highly conductive specialized
layer of fabric, which prevents the flow of electricity from energy weapons such as Tasers,
cattle prods, stun guns and similar devices. ThorShield protective clothing ensures that the
electrical current conducts through the fabric versus the body, protecting the wearer.
ThorShield products are only sold to law enforcement and military personnel.

Please visit our website at www.thorshield.com
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